The Best Just Got Better.

The Fleetguard FF5782 has been successfully protecting QSK HHP engines all over the world for almost a decade and now it has been improved and enhanced—enter the FF5782NN.

FF5782NN performance leads to greater protection of the Fuel Injection Equipment (FIE) on QSK HHP engines. This increased protection leads to longer fuel injector life and lower total cost of ownership of the equipment.

**Diesel Metering Valve (DMV) Seat**

- **Field Failure**
  - After teardown observation

- **Dust in Fuel**
  - Testing with competitor media (after 50 hours)

- **Dust in Fuel**
  - Testing with NanoNet media (no failure after 190 hours)

**FF5782NN**

Cleaner Fuel with 6X NanoNet®

versus the Competition

**GENUINE FILTRATION SOLUTION.**
Made for the Real World.

Real world testing that simulates engine vibration shows how previously captured particles are released into the downstream fuel supply. The FF5782NN, featuring NanoNet media, retains captured particles during engine vibration better than any competitive product.

The 400 minute test simulates a complete fuel filter service interval and the competitive filter let nearly 6x more contamination downstream than the Fleetguard FF5782NN.

Best Warranty in the Business.

The Cummins Filtration Warranty extends to our entire line of products, ensuring the same promise of performance and coverage beyond the competition. Visit cumminsfiltration.com to learn more about the competitive benefits of the Cummins Filtration Warranty.